Using Behavior Intervention Plans
to Assess Behavior and
Improve Learning
13' 1-..i\THY MACCAHTll)

ohnny, a second grader at Matthew Paterson Elementary School in Patterson, N.Y., has had difficulty
following diwctions and nmtrolling his impulses. He tends lo call out during instruction and is
out of his seat frequrntly. Other students C'omplain that he touC'hes them and takes their belongings. Johnny is often not on task, does not complete his dass work on time, forgets lo bring in his
homework, and is a distraction to both himself and his classmal!'s. As the school social worker, I
am oft!'n <"ailed in lo work with st11dt>nls like Johnny and their teachers lo improve behavior ancl
reduce class disruption .
Johnny 11as placed in a collaborative C'o-leaching class and received special e<lu<"ation academic
support as well as the related srr iC'es of speech. occupational therapy, and counseling. When
Johnny became frustrated, angry, or confused about what lo clo, hr 11ould cry, sometimes Vf~ry
loudly. He would lie on the floor ancl refuse to move or put his head down on his desk and refuse
to respon<l or complete any work. Some of his behaviors prrsented safety issues and he was
assigned a monitor.
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Most teachers have classroom management plans that are useful for the smooth running of the rlassroom. There are several
school-wide programs that are utilized in many schools, such
as Discipline with Dignity and Positive Behavioral Interventions
and Supports (PBIS). These programs are helpful for a majority of
children and can increase time on task. Discipline with Dignity
teaches educators to create positive motivators for kids so they
take responsibility for their own behavior. PBIS is a school-wide
behavior program that involves the entire school community
in helping students to behave. By relying on concise rules and
frequent rewards, the PBIS approach to school-wide behavior
management strives to drastically reduce discipline problems
and improve academic performance among all students (Delisio,
2008a; Delisio, 2008b).

However, despite the many schools using programs such as
these, there is still that small percentage of students who need
more. If one of those students is in your class, taking up valuable
instructional time and distracting other students, an individual
behavior intervention plan is what is needed.
Understanding Student Behavior
In order to better assess and meet learning needs, it is important
to understand student behavior. Each student has unmet needs
or goals behiml the misbehaviors. According to leac.ling educational consultant Sandra Rief, the primary goals of student
misbehavior are to obtain something, such as attention, power,
and status, to gain access to a desired item or activity, or a desire
for stimulation, or to avoid or escape something, such as fear,
failure, embarrassment, effort, pain, punishment, or discomfort (Rief & Heimburge, 2006). Often, the student may not be
aware of what is motivating his or her challenging behavior but
continues to act out that need. Once the teacher realizes what
those student goals or needs are, the teacher can make changes
to prevent or reduce that inappropriate behavior. For example,
11 hat is the student getting out of misbehaving? When and where
does it usually occur? Is the student gaining attention, avoiding
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work that is perceived as too difficult, or suffering from faiigue,
hunger, or another environmental factor?
With the understanding of what function the misbehavior is addressing, the teachers and I then have the task of figuring out how to
meet those student needs in a .more productive way so the child
can be successful. It is important to understand 11 hat the child is
experiencing and try to put oneself in the student's shoes.
After observation, consultation, and collaboration between the
teacher and the clinical support team, a plan to reduce inappropriate behaviors is recommended. One way to address the functions
of a child's behavior is through a behavior intervention plan (BIP).
The goal of the BIP is to provide feedback on student behavior
that provides understanding of student learning needs and how
those needs can best be met. How we give feedback to students
on their behavior can and will impact their future behavior and
learning. By assessing students effectively, we can affect changr.
Changing the teacher's response to a student's misbehavior and
focusing on positive behaviors will effect change in that behavior,
making the student more accessible to learning.
Though effective, the BIP prest>nts unique challenges and is not
always welcomec.l by classroom teachers. The strategies are not
always followed as the plan outlines. Using the behm•ior intervention
plan is often perceived as cumbersome and time consuming for
teachers, which can result in the plan not being followed correctly,
yielding an unsatisfactory outcome. As one teacher told me, "Forms
are hard, as a child may do one thing right to bring home a smiley
face when the rest of the day was terriblt>." Another teacher was
concerned that "students can use the form manipulatively."
Teacher· Assessment of Behavior Intervention Plan~
Educators have varying views on behavior management and its
relationship to learning. An informal survey of thirty teachers
conducted at Matthew Paterson Elementary School during thr
2008-09 school year helped to identify the perceptions of student
behavior plans by teaclwrs who have had experience utilizing
them. All of the teachers surveyed agreed that behavior plans
helped to improve student behavior in the short term but not all
found sustained improvement. Ninety percent of teachers polled
found behavior plans improved student learning, but 100 percent
found it difficult to use a behavior plan consistently.

A majority of the teachers who responded to the survey found
beha\"ior plans useful in several ways. According to one Matthew
Paterson second-grade teacher, ·'Behavior plans are definitely
worthwhile and can be managed fairly consistently for one child.
I try to 'catch all of my students being good."' Another teacher

noted, "Having a behavior plan for students with challenging
behaviors helped to improve student lea·rning for both the difficult student and the other students who were being distraf'ted
by disrupti\e classroom behaviors." Seventy percent of the
teachers who responded found that the behavior plans prO\ ided
information and/or assessment of student academic strengths
and weaknesses and served as well as a useful feedback tool for
f'ffecli ve leaching and management strategies.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the survey indicates that the major
obstacle to using a behavior management plan effectively is
that teachers feel there are too many students with management
problems in one class for an individualized behavior plan lo be
practif'al. As one teacher stated, "Most of us have four or five
students who could benefit from a behavior intervention plan,
whif'h makes it more difficult." Many teachers surveyed found
it disruptive lo their classroom routine. Teachers also feel there
are loo many demands already on their time, with little left lo
implement a behavior plan consistently. There is enormous pressure on teachers to gel test scores up, which mf'ans lots of time
spent on drilling skills. It then becomes a challenge lo make
the efforts needed to build effective behavior management, such
as taking ihe time needed to build relationships with students.
Teachers may feel there is no time for bf'havior intervention
plans or lo develop the type of relationship needed lo increase
student cooperation.
When a plan is not working, it can be for several reasons, including the following:
The objectives are not realistic for the child. We want lo
structure our plans lo ensure success.
The plan is not implemented on a regular basis. Consistency
is the key to changing behaviors.
The rf'wards are·not meaningful to the student. Involve the
student in choosing reinforcements for positive behaviors.
These reinforcements don't have lo be very elaborate and
can be social, material, or activity based.
The focus is on negative rather than positive behm iors. The
student may have ealled out in class during the day hut he
completed his homework and kepi his hands lo himself, and
those are the behaviors that should be noticed.
The plan is not given enough time lo work. After a period
of time. students may lose interest in a particular re11ard or
activity-based reinforcement. Howe\ er. it is more effective
lo change the reinforcement frequently than lo throw out a
part icular management plan.
Therf' is not enough concentration on thf' behaviors outlined
in the plan that are improving and loo much focus on other
areas of concern. Tell the child what he or she is doing right

and you will see improved behm ior, and that leads lo improved
learning.
Despite teacher concerns about time and lest scores, behavior
intervention plans can save an enormous amount of time when
a teacher is faced with difficult student behaviors. By utilizing
this time with students lo reinforce positive behaviors, the result
is more instructional time, which can result in higher test scores.
As the school social worker, I can provide extra support to both
teacher and student lo help make the behavior intervention plan
a success. Other staff members, such as special-area teachers
or paraprofessionals, can become involved in the plan as well,
if appropriate.
How the behavior plan is implemented is crucial lo the success
of the plan and the student. When we assess student behavior
and provide positive feedback on those behaviors we want to
increase, we C'an and will impact future student and teacher
behavior. If we are assessing effectively, we can impact change

How we give feedback to students
on their behavior can and will
impact their future behavior and
learning.
and increase learning time. A leaching assistant who works with
special needs children agrees it can be difficult lo use a plan
consistently, noting, "I target one specific behavior at a time lo
gel maximum results. I find it helpful to have the child describe
what the targeted behavior is and looks like. I use a camera if
necessary and take a picture of the child demonstrating the
positive behavior we are working toward."
The behavior plan gives the child, the teacher. and the parf'nl
feedback on which behaviors are improving and which need
more work. It also leaves room for adding new behm·ioral
goals lo be met or increasing the positive behaviors already
noted . So, if Johnny is able lo raise his hand five times every
morning for a week. his new goal may be to raise his hand
eight times the next \1eek. Or, in response lo his success, we
may add ask before touching other people's properly as a ne11
goal for Johnny lo strive for. The plan can provide important
feedback for the parent, as well as facilitate the communication between parf'nt and teacher. The parent becomes more
a11are of the child"s behavior and can be involved in promoting
positive ehanges.
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The literature provides a variety of plan~ that can he used or
modified and adapted to meet the specific needs of the student
and the teacher (Lm·elle, 1998; Rief & Heimlmrge, 2006). There
also are websites available to teachers who want to design their
own plan for a particular student. targeting specific hrhaviors (e.g..
\\ ww.interventioncentral.com, www.belmvioradvisor.com).
Working toward Success
The use of an individual behavior plan can bt> as simple or as
complex as thP teacher and other staff members are willing to
make it. In the case of Johnny, an eight-year-old ho} with multiple
issues, the simplest plan suitt>d him best.

Johnny had good acadt>mic skills, but his emotional needs were
masking his potential. In addition, his speech and tine-motor
weaknesses made communication and compliance more difficult
for him. I determined that Johnny did not know how to express his
needs appropriately and that it took him mtwh longer to identify
what was causing his frustration . The function of his misbehavior
was to avoid failure and embarrassment. I devist>d a plan with
his teacher's input that included three bt>haviors as objectives
plus one "ringer." As objectives are met, others can be ad1lrrl.
Johnny's objectives included:
l. complete class work (he r-ould receive assistance as
needed)
2. keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself
3. follow directions (this providt>s many opportunities for a
student to succeed)
4. complete homework (the ringer)

The ''ringer" was a goal that I felt confident Johnny had already
demonstrated some proficiency in, one that he would he 1·apable
of and willing to achieve. The student is thus assured of some
success. We want to manipulate the situation the best we can
to allow students to bt> successful. The behaviors are all stated
in a positive manner, e.g., don 't hit others becomes keep your
ha11d.1 to yourself.
The teacher or monitor put a star on Johnny's chart each time
Johnny accomplished one of the tasks listed on his chart. Verbal
praise was added as appropriate, and care was given not to give
loo much allt>nlion to Johnny as he was uncomfortable being
the center of attention and feared embarrassment. The stars
added up lo a prearranged daily reward. Due to the severity
of Johnny's behaviors, a daily rt>ward 11as agrt>ed upon. Other
students may need only a weekly re1\ard. There are resources
that list rewards that can be implementPd in school and at home
(Rief & Heimburge, 2006).
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Johnny needed to earn t<•n or more stars each da . . When he earned
his goal of al lt>ast ten stars, he was allowed to leave the dass
early at the end of the day and meet in the social worker's offir·e.
Tllf're, he stacked chairs and put things away whilt> he chatted
about his day. The more stars he eanl!'d, the more time he had
with me in my office. This reward allowerl him lo receive special
attention in recognition of good beha\'ior, offered him a safe space
to express himself, use physical activity, which released some
of his tension, and allowed him to feel helpful to an adult. It was
also an opportunity for Johnny to receive praise and encourage-

Ninety percent of teachers polled
found behavior plans improved
student learning, but 100 percent
found it difficult to use a behavior
plan consistently.
mPnl f01 his positive behaviors and to discuss what might have
caused some of his challenging behaviors that day and h011-he
might hPllt'r copt> with that issue in the future.
Using a reward program provides an opportunity for students tu
succeed and learn. nlike standard rrwards, which lure chilclrt>n
with less homework, more candy, or adcled recess time, thesf'
rPwards can be focused on incrPasrrl academic and or behavioral
lt>arning, such as computer time to work on a favori te academic
subject, extra time in the rt>ading area with a book of choice, or
helping in the classroom to incri>ase a sense of responsibility
and self-worth. Out-ol~class roum rewards can includP reading
to a younger studt>nt, accompanying the custodian on a special
project, or spending time in a Ilf'arhy classroom.
Johnny's behaviors steadily improved aecording lo the charts.
HowevPr, the tt>acher reportrd therr were still some disruptive
episodt>s in the dassroom. I added another feature to Johnny's
chart that helped to keep it novel and inlt>resting for him. Students often lose interest in a program om·t> it becomes familiar
lo them. So we added the X faetor. Johnny would receive an X
on his chart each timP he put his head down in withdrawal or
was completely noncomplianl or disruptive in the classroom.
The alternative behavior was that Johnny should ask an adult
for help when he was unsure, upset, or confused. Johnny was
involved in this feedback process and agreed 1hat he would lose
a minute of time in the social workt>r's office al the end of the day
for each X on the chart.

Tlw behavior plan provided feedback for the student, teacher,
parent, and related service providers. The teachf'l" noted the
improved behaviors in Johnny and was increasingly cliligent
about assessing his behavior through the use of the star chart.
She involved her teaching assistant in the proress as well. The
teacher felt supported by the social worker and was not alone in
dealing with what ha<l been some disturbing and time-consuming
misbehaviors. In addition, the behavior chart provided information as to what areas Johnny was struggling in and where
expectations could be modified. The teacher was able to asse s
what academic areas Johnny needed increased support in and
to provide that support, breaking the negative cycle. Johnny's
disruptions berame less frequent and of much shorter duration.
The teaC'her and student were working together as a team with
the common goal of student success. The time formerly spent on
trying to engage Johnny when he was noncompliant was now spent
focusing on the positive efforts he displayed. Johnny ·s response
to this positive recognition was tremendous, and eaC'h day the
teaC'her had the information she needed to make Johnny more
sm·c·essful in the classroom.

Consistency and follow-through are extremely in~portant. Teachers can use the time previously spent dealing with acting-out
behaviors to notice and reinforce the positive behaviors the
student is demonstrating. "No student is motivated to change
by yet one more form indicating failure, so realistic and probable expectations need to be established from the onset and be
increased slowly and steadily" (Lavelle, 1998, p. 91).

The parent rec~ived an objective and detailed report of her son'
behavior when a ropy of his chart was sent home at the end of
the week. Did a "bad week" C'orrelate with something that was
happening at home? The regular feedback to the parent made
it easit'r for the parent to communicate with school staff and to
provide her own positive rewards when Johnny was successful in school. Inneased success on his behavior chart meant
that Johnny was actively engaged in learning and completing
classroom tasks.

Kathr MacCarthy is the school social worker at Matthew
Paterson Eleme11tarx School in the Carmel Central School
District in Patterson, N. Y.

Making It W01·k
Any behavior plan has to be specific in identifying its targeted
behaviors. JI is not enough to ask a student to raLse your hand;
you ha11e to say raise your hand and wait to be called upon if
that is the lwhavior you are trying to improve. You ran give
positive feedback for raising the hand, but the sticker or star or
reward will come when the student raises his hand and waits
for the teacher to call on him. Obviously, the teacher will want
to call on the student frequently and quickly when his or her
hand is raised.

Conclusion
How educators provide behavioral feedback to students can impact
the future behavior of students. By effectively and accurately
assessing behavior through the use of a behavior intervention
plan, teachers will gain a greater understanding of the students'
strengths anJ weaknesses. By modifying some of the adult
responses to student misbehaviors, wt> can effect significant
change toward positive student behaviors. The plan can also
provide useful feedback to educators as far as effective teaching
and management strategies in the classroom. Improved student
behavior leads to increased time spent teaching and learning
in the classroom.
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The language used in a behavior plan has to be clear and common to the school environment. Ideally, all the adults working
with the child will have the same expectation expressed in
similar and familiar language. As Lavelle (1998) notes, "There
is never a substitute for teaching. Eaeh behavior expected and
listed on a chart should be taught. rehearsed, and reviewed
often" (p. 46).
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